Synthetic biologists must comb through vast amounts of academic literature to design biological systems. The majority of this data is unstructured and difficult to query because they are manually annotated. Existing databases such as PubMed already contain over 20 million citations and are growing at a rate of 500,000 new citations every year. Our solution is to automatically extract chemical reactions from biological text and canonicalize them so that they can be easily indexed and queried. This paper describes a natural language processing system that generates patterns from labeled training data and uses them to extract chemical reactions from PubMed. To train and validate our system, we create a dataset using BRENDA, the BRaunschweig ENzyme DAtabase, with 4387 labeled sentences. Our system achieves a recall of 0.82 and a precision of 0.88 via cross validation. On a selection of 600,000 PubMed abstracts, our system extracts almost 20% of existing reactions in BRENDA as well as many that are novel.
Introduction
Synthetic biologists are interested in developing novel biological systems that produce compounds such as biofuels and pharmaceutical drugs. Researchers build these systems by combining dozens of enzymes and metabolic pathways, which are constantly being discovered. While most important findings are published, they are available in the form of unstructured text and are difficult for researchers to discover and incorporate into new research. Biologists as well as other researchers need the ability to perform comprehensive queries over academic literature to leverage findings from new research.
One of the most widely used resources in biology is PubMed, a database consisting of roughly 20 million citations for biomedical literature from MEDLINE, life science journals, and online books. Researchers may search through PubMed by forming queries using MeSH terms. MeSH (or Medical Subject Headings) is the National Library of Medicine's controlled vocabulary for indexing publications and chemicals and enzymes. MeSH tags are assigned manually , a slow process that results in many incompletely labeled publications. 1 We describe a sample workflow using PubMed to illustrate incomplete annotation. A synthetic biologist is interested in searching for a novel enzymatic pathway to produce Dglucaric acid, one of twelve highvalue biobased chemical building blocks named by the U.S. Department of Energy in 2004. She creates the following 2 query and retrieves 805 results from PubMed's website.
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Our biologist must read through all 805 results manually, but even after reading through all of them the results are not comprehensive. The following paper identified by our pattern matching system is not returned in the search Researchers also have access to other databases such as BRENDA and KEGG which are more structured than PubMed, providing additional information about enzymes and other molecular interactions. However, both databases are manually curated and have the same weakness as PubMed. While biologists have a large amount of data at their disposal, much of the data is in the form of unstructured text and not easily accessible. As the rate of growth in the number of publications increases, manual tagging will require more time and resources. 4 We solve this problem by building a natural language processing system to automatically extract chemical reactions from PubMed. The system uses labeled training data to generate a set of patterns that are used to extract reactions. The resulting reactions are canonicalized by converting reactants to standard InChI notation, which can augment existing databases and search tools. We focus on extracting reactions from individual sentences in PubMed abstracts, leaving the problem of extracting reactions that are described across multiple sentences as future work. Sentences may describe multiple reactions, each consisting of two or more reactants. As shown in table 1, the language used to describe reactions is surprisingly variable and non formulaic. The enzyme catalyzes the decarboxylation of indole-3-pyruvic acid to yield indole-3-acetaldehyde and carbon dioxide.
indole-3-pyruvic acid => indole-3-acetaldehyde + carbon dioxide 2 Addition of 15 N-labeled NH2OH indicated that N2O was a direct by-product of NH2OH oxidation, which was subsequently reduced to N2.
The intermediate L-histidinaldehyde could be a substrate for both the oxidation and the reduction reactions to produce histidine and histidinol respectively.
L-histidinaldehyde => histidine L-histidinaldehyde => histidinol In the rest of the paper, we first discuss related works (Section 2), followed by our pattern representation and the process of extracting a reaction from a sentence given a pattern (Section 3). Next we describe the process of creating a training set using reactions in the BRENDA database (Section 4) which is used to automatically generate patterns (Section 5). We evaluate the patterns generated by our system and present results in Section 6. Finally, we summarize limitations in our approach and outline future works (Section 7) before concluding.
Related Works
Semantic relationship extraction is the task of extracting relationships between tagged entities in text. The problem can be framed in the following way: given a document with entities labeled e 1 , e 2 , ... e n , extract a set of relationships between any subset of entities. Traditionally the types of relationships being extracted are simple binary relations between two entities. These relations include location (Cal is located in Berkeley) and fatherson (George HW Bush is the father of George W Bush). Relationship extraction has been framed in two ways: binary classification and bootstrapping patternbased approaches.
The classification approach assigns +1, 1 (has a relation or doesn't) between every pair of entities (for binary relations), given a set of features extracted from the sentence. The features are often selected heuristically using expert knowledge, making it difficult to define an optimal set of features that work well across multiple domains. Once features are selected, they can be used in SVMs and other standard classifiers. One general feature that is commonly used is the string kernel, which is described by Lodhi et al. to measure the number of common subsequences between two strings. A function K(x,y) computes the similarity between two strings x and y, which can be directly incorporated as the similarity metric in perceptron classifiers. The subsequences in the kernels can be individual characters, words, or parse trees.
DIPRE (Brin) is one of the first pattern based approaches for relationship extraction. It was originally used to extract the author relationship: i.e. The author of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is Arthur Conan Doyle. DIPRE generates patterns consisting of a list of six elements: order, author, book, prefix, suffix, and middle. The prefix, suffix, and middle components are fixed length sequences of characters surrounding mentions of the author and book. We adopt an approach based on the Rapier system (Califf), which describes a bottom up approach to generate pattern matching rules for binary relations. Instead of sequences of characters used in DIPRE, Rapier uses lists of tokens for the prefixes and suffixes surrounding entities to be extracted. The tokens consist of syntactic elements such as a word's part of speech tag. There is no limit on the length of each list, and patterns are generated iteratively with increasing lengths until an optimal pattern set is found. Optimality is approximated when the score improvement between subsequent patterns sets fall below some threshold.
Relationship extraction has also been applied in the biology domain. While relationship extraction has been studied in the past, the problem of extracting chemical reactions from biological literature has not been solved. Extracting chemical reactions is more difficult than the binary relations described above since they often involve more than two reactants. We adopt a pattern based approach over a classification approach. Extracting an optimal set of features relevant to chemical reactions is difficult and requires a significant amount of trial and error as well as domain expertise. Handbuilt rules have been successful in the bioscience domain giving us confidence that automatically generating patterns similar to these rules will also be successful. Pattern based approaches also have the advantage that the patterns generated by the system are readable making analysis more transparent.
Extracting Reactions using Patterns
In this section we describe our pattern representation and outline the pattern matching process to extract a reaction. Figure 1 shows an overview of the extraction process starting with a sentence from an abstract. The sentence is first parsed grammatically into a syntax tree and labeled semantically with chemical and enzyme tags. Patterns match the syntactic and semantic labels to identify and extract the reactants in the sentence. 
Pattern Representation
Patterns are a set of constraints that limit matches to sentences that describe reactions. We select a pattern representation that is loose enough so that a single pattern can match multiple similar sentences. We consider topdown and bottomup pattern representations. A topdown pattern keeps the hierarchical structure of the parse tree. In figure 2 , the three rightmost subtrees (verb phrase, noun phrase, and prepositional phrase) are relevant to the reaction. An extremely general top down pattern may match any sentence that contains these phrases, allowing any variation of tokens in each subtree. This pattern would match a large number of sentences but would have many false positives. Including deeper portions of the tree would add more constraints and reduce the number of false positive matches. Some threshold is necessary to limit their complexity. A pattern requiring multiple nested subtrees to match is likely to be overlyspecific and not useful.
Bottomup patterns discard the tree hierarchy and have a flat structure. They match a sequence of tokens in a sentence (the leaves of the parse tree), and could be made more general by matching one of the token's tags. In figure 2 , the leaves of the three rightmost subtrees may yield the following pattern "catalyzes the conversion of <substrate> to <product>". A pattern that requires a sentence to match all of these tokens would be overly specific. Instead of exact tokens, the pattern can match each token's POS tag: "VBZ DTTHE NN INOF <substrate> TO <product>". The optimal pattern may be some combination of specific and general elements. We adopt bottomup patterns to emphasize pattern precision. By starting out with the most restrictive pattern, we can improve the generality of the pattern incrementally while limiting the number of false positives
Our system uses patterns made up of an ordered sequence of elements. There are two types of pattern elements: constraints that are required to match and holes that are used to mark a token for extraction, either as a substrate or product. Constraints can be stems, POS or semantic tags, or wildcards. A stem constraint requires the token's root to match the element. The stem constraint "convert", for example, is satisfied by any of the following tokens: "interconversion, "conversion", and "converted". POS and semantic tag constraints are more flexible; any token with the same part of speech or semantic label (enzyme or chemical) can match. Wildcards are the least restrictive constraint; any single token will match. Each pattern has a minimum of two holes: one for a substrate and one for a product.
Extraction Process
The extraction process matches a pattern on all consecutive sequences in the sentence. A successful match is found when each element in the pattern is matched by a token in the sentence. Tokens matching the holes are extracted as either substrates or products. Figure 3 shows an example of a pattern with 9 elements and a sentence it matches. Long sentences may describe a substrate at the beginning, irrelevant details in between, and the product at the end.
A singlesequence pattern will require tokens for all words in between the substrate and product which are irrelevant to the reaction. To account for cases like this, patterns may contain multiple sequences of tokens. A pattern with multiple sequences is matched separately and sequentially. If all sequences are matched, the extracted reactants from each sequence are combined into a single reaction. For the long sentence described above, a 5 twosequence pattern would concisely describe the reaction, one to match the substrate and another to match the product.
Sentence Parsing
Sentences need to be converted into their parse trees for pattern matching. There are several existing named entity recognition (NER) tools and part of speech (POS) taggers trained on biochemistry text. We use ChemicalTagger, an opensource tool developed by the University of Cambridge's Center for Molecular Science Informatics, which performs both POS tagging and chemical entity extraction. Table 2 : Common part of speech tags used in patterns. The last two semantic tags "MOLECULE-CANONICAL" and "ENZYME" tags are labeled by our system while ChemicalTagger assigns the other tags.
We add two additional semantic labels to identify enzymes and organic chemicals. Sentences describing reactions often mention enzymes participating in the reaction. We label them so they can be matched by a pattern element. ChemicalTagger often labels enzymes as chemicals. We assign enzyme labels when chemicals end in "ase". We further categorize enzymes into three components: abbreviation, process, and chemical. Geranylgeranyl diphosphate phosphatase is labeled with process "phosphatase" and chemical "geranylgeranyl diphosphate". 
Creating a Training Set
In this section, we describe the process of creating a training set consisting of sentences labeled with chemical reactions. We did not find such a dataset that already exists, so we create our own. Manually generating a large dataset requires a significant manual effort and domain expertise. Instead, we utilize BRENDA (the BRaunschweig ENzyme DAtabase) which contains roughly 50,000 reactions labeled with 31,236 PubMed papers that reference them. We use this data to seed the generation of our training set. The final training set we create consists of 4387 sentences, 2757 of which describe at least one reaction. In total there are 2996 reactions described in the training set.
Total Sentences 4387
Sentences with at least 1 reaction 2757
Sentences with no reactions 1630
Total reactions 2996 Table 3 : Generated training set size.
Reaction Labeling
We use two methods to label the training set. The first searches for mention of the BRENDA reactant names in each sentence. If a sentence contains at least one substrate name and at least one product name, then the sentence is tagged with that reaction. We do not require all the reactants to be described in each sentence since papers often describe only the principal chemicals involved in the reaction. Abstracts often refer to the same chemical using many different names. For example, a search for butanol on PubChem, the chemical database maintained by NCBI, shows 345 alternative names such as nbutanol, 1butanol, Butylic alcohol, and Butan1ol. We record synonyms for each chemical using PubChem and similar databases. However, the synonyms are not exhaustive so matching purely based on names misses many labels.
Due to the incompleteness of name matching, the second way we label sentences is using InChIs. We convert each chemical in a sentence to its InChI representation and further canonicalize InChIs by removing stereochemistry variations. Similar to name matching, if a sentence contains at least one substrate InChI and at least one product InChI, then the sentence is tagged with the reaction. The labels for the two methods of matching are merged and duplicates are removed, yielding the final training set. An overview of the training set generation process is shown in figure 4 . There is a surprisingly large amount of gray area when it comes to determining whether two chemicals are the same. Besides many synonyms, certain terms express a general class of chemicals satisfying a specific substructure. For example, dioleoylglycerol represents any molecule that contains 2 fatty acids attached to glycerol. Its canonicalization is not unique; it describes a generic template for chemical structures. For these cases, the Chemical Identifier Resolver returns a single InChI of the most common instance of the chemical. The issue here is that for dioleoylglycerol and two instances of dioleoylglycerol X and Y, may match one but not the other. In most cases, the name matching process usually successfully matches variants of this form: the instances X and Y usually have dioleoylglycerol listed as a synonym.
Assumptions and Limitations
The training set is generated based on the assumption that if a sentence contains at least one substrate and at least one product, then it is talking about a reaction between them. We observe several cases where this is not true; a sentence may contain the reactants, but not describe the reaction between them. We attempt to remove some of these manually.
A portion of the training set will be used for cross validation. To realistically reflect the sentences in PubMed, the training set is augmented with 1630 negative samples. These samples are sentences from PubMed abstracts that contain at least two chemicals and do not describe reactions.
Finally, we observe many sentences that are incompletely tagged: a sentence that describes a reaction A > B + C may only be tagged with A > B. This could be the result of imperfect reactant matching (as noted above) or imperfect chemical extraction using ChemicalTagger's NER. To compensate for these deficiencies in our evaluation, we define a successful pattern match as one where a subset of the reactants are extracted. In the section describing future works, we outline other ways of improving the training set.
Generating Patterns
This section describes the process of generating patterns. First the set of all possible patterns is enumerated using all combinations of tokens surrounding labeled reactants. This set contains 42 million patterns. Then we filter the patterns down to a set of roughly 800,000 and score them to select an optimal pattern set of roughly 1000 patterns. An optimal pattern set has high precision and recall, which we define in this context.
Pattern Enumeration
We first enumerate all possible patterns over the 2757 labeled sentences in the training set, resulting in 42 million patterns. For each (sentence, reaction) tuple we generate a set of patterns using the combination of tokens surrounding each reactant. The iterative process constructs patterns using tokens that are increasingly farther away from the labeled reactants.
The process is illustrated in table 4. Initially there is a single pattern containing a list of sequences, one for each reactant in the sentence. Next, we construct patterns using all combination of tokens of distance 1 away from each reactant. We continue this process for all combinations of tokens of at most distance 3 away from reactants. The maximum distance is set to 3 observationally to limit the total number of patterns generated. Tokens farther away from reactants usually do not describe the reaction. Each token can be included in a pattern as one of 3 constraint elements: stem, part of speech, or wildcard. For succinctness, only the words are shown in the table.
An exponential number of patterns is generated from each sentence: 3 n patterns are generated where n is the number of tokens less than 3 words away from reactants and there are 3 token variations for each word. With r reactants in a sentence, we generate at most 3 6r patterns patterns. Fewer patterns are generated when a reactant occurs at the beginning or end of a sentence.
Distance Words Considered Pattern Sets Extracted 0
The enzyme catalyzes the decarboxylation of indole-3-pyruvic acid to yield indole-3-acetaldehyde.
[ Table 4 : Patterns extracted from a sentence while iteratively expanding outwards from reactants. The patterns are shown without expanding each token to its variants, which include the stem, POS tag, and wildcard.
Pattern Scoring
To select an optimal set of patterns, we score the patterns according to its precision and recall. We first define precision and recall in this context.
When a pattern is applied on a sentence there are a number of possibilities. The first case is that the pattern does not extract a chemical reaction. If the sentence does not contain a chemical reaction, then this is a true negative. Otherwise, the sentence describes a chemical reaction and this is a false negative. The second case is that the pattern extracts a chemical reaction. If the sentence does not contain a reaction, this is a false positive. If the sentence describes a reaction but the extracted reaction does not match, this is also a false positive. The result is a true positive only when the extracted reaction matches a labeled reaction. As mentioned previously, we only require a subset of reactants to match. An extracted reaction r with substrates s and products p successfully matches a labeled reaction r' with substrates s' and p' if s is a subset of s' and p is a subset of p'. We also match reverse reactions since many descriptions of reactions do not specify direction or are reversible.
Using this notion of a good match, we score each pattern with its precision and recall. 
Heuristic Filtering
Each pattern takes roughly 0.5 seconds to score, making it infeasible to score the complete set of 42 million patterns without first reducing it to a more manageable size. We do this by removing unique patterns, that is patterns that are only generated once across the entire training set. If a pattern is unique, it will only match the sentence it was generated from, leading to a very low recall. These patterns are likely to be overly specific, overfitting to a single sentence. After this filtering step, we reduce the working set from 42 million to just 800,000 patterns.
Pattern Selection
To select an optimal pattern set we score each pattern and record each set of successful matches. A pattern p can be subsumed when there is another pattern p' that satisfies two conditions: (1) p' has higher precision than p and (2) the set of successful matches for p' is a superset of that of p. Subsumed patterns should never be selected in the optimal pattern set because p' can be selected with better precision while matching the same sentences. Roughly 10% of the patterns are subsumed. From the remaining set of patterns, we select a single pattern for each reaction in the training set. The selected pattern matches the reaction with precision above some parameter p and has the largest fscore. A pattern's fscore is the weighted harmonic mean of its precision and recall:
, using (chosen observationally).
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The selection method balances precision and recall of the final pattern set. By attempting to select a pattern for each reaction in the training set we improve the overall recall. To improve precision, we only select patterns that have precision greater than p, a parameter we test experimentally. Table 5 gives a few examples of automatically generated patterns. The final pattern set has roughly 1000 patterns. convert, *, substrate, CC, substrate, to, product, CC, product 2 The enzyme catalyzes the decarboxylation of indole-3-pyruvic acid to yield indole-3-acetaldehyde and carbon dioxide.
reaction, *, substrate, to, VB-YIELD, product, CC, product 3 N-Acetylaspartylglutamate (NAAG) a prevalent peptide in the vertebrate nervous system may be hydrolyzed by extracellular peptidase activity to produce glutamate and N-acetylaspartate.
2 sequences a) substrate, DT, *, peptide b) TO, prod, product, CC, product Table 6 : Example of automatically generated patterns
Evaluation
In this section we first validate our system's pattern representation by evaluating a manually written pattern set. Next, we evaluate the pattern sets that are automatically generated by our system using different parameters. Finally, we extract reactions from a selection of PubMed sentences and compare the canonicalized results with the BRENDA database.
Throughout the evaluation, we use the notion of the precision and recall for a pattern set, which is similar to that of a single pattern. The caveat is that a pattern set could have many extractions for a single sentence, some of which could be duplicates. We remove duplicate extractions before computing the overall precision and recall.
Pattern Structure
We first validate our pattern representation and show that a small number of patterns is effective at extracting chemical reactions. We manually create a set of handwritten patterns and apply it on the training set, yielding a recall of 0.26 and precision of 0.74. The results support the need to automatically generate a larger number of patterns to improve the overall recall.
The patterns are generated by noticing that many chemical reactions are described using a trigger word such as reduced, converted, oxidized, etc. and a transition word such as from, into, by, etc. We create a set of five basic pattern templates listed in the table below. We also add more flexibility in each pattern by allowing an optional wildcard in between each token.
We present a few example extractions using handwritten patterns in table 8 . The false positive example shows a valid extracted reaction; however, it does not match the labeled reaction which has CTP as the product. This illustrates an example where the labeled reaction is incomplete the correctly labeled reaction should be 2cmethylerythritol 4phosphate => 4diphosphocytidyl2cmethylerythritol + CTP. Manually correcting the incompletely tagged reactions would reduce the number of false positive extractions. Phosphoserine aminotransferase (PSAT EC 2.6.1.52) a member of subgroup IV of the aminotransferases catalyses the conversion of 3-phosphohydroxypyruvate to l-phosphoserine.
3-phosphohydroxypyruvate => l-phosphoserine 3-phosphohydroxypyruvate => l-phosphoserine
False Positive
We show that an enzyme isolated from cell extract of Escherichia coli converts 2-C-methylerythritol 4-phosphate into 4-diphosphocytidyl-2-C-methylerythritol by reaction with CTP. n/a n/a 
Generated Patterns
We evaluate several automatically generated pattern sets using 10fold cross validation. The data set is randomly split into a training portion and a test portion and the patterns generated using the training portion are used to extract reactions from the test portion. We do 10 splits and average the precisions and recalls. Figure 5 shows the precisions and recalls for 10 pattern sets generated with varying parameters of p. The parameter p is used in the pattern selection process to control the precision of the generated pattern set. The first datapoint is for a pattern set made up of patterns individually having precisions greater than 0.5. The precision of the overall pattern set is 0.31 with recall 0.93. Higher values of p will have a greater precision but lower recall. This is because some sentences may have no patterns with precision greater than p so we do not select a pattern for them. This illuminates an important aspect of our patternbased approach. Patterns are designed to capture commonalities in phrases used to describe chemical reactions. Sentences that describe reactions using complicated, specific terms will not contribute meaningful patterns and they will not be matched by our system. We can vary p for different contexts depending on whether precision or recall is more important. We select a value of p=0.85 for further analysis since it strikes a good balance between precision and recall, with a precision of 0.88 and a recall of 0.82.
The recall is highly dependent on more training data. Figure 6 shows the precision and recall with fixed parameter p = 0.85, varying the proportion of data used for training during cross validation. The recall of the system increases significantly as the proportion of data used for training increases. A larger training set will generate patterns that match a greater variety of descriptions of chemical reactions.
Some example extractions are shown in table 9. The false positive example is due to incorrect chemical recognition. In the sentence, "lactic acid" is a chemical used as an adjective describing the bacteria and should not be labeled as a candidate for extraction. The false negative example demonstrates a limitation in the system. Although the system contains the pattern "conversion of <substrate> into <product>" (as seen in the true positive match), we did not match the false negative sentence which contains additional descriptions of the reactants "low activity" and "highly active". One way to make patterns more robust is to match phrases instead of individual tokens. Both "low activity" and "highly active" are adjectives that may be matched by phrase pattern elements such as "conversion of JJphrase <substrate> into JJphrase <product>". Before adopting this approach, the accuracy of syntax tree parsing must be improved. Currently, we have observed many POS tags to be incorrect, which would yield false positive extractions using phrase elements.
Sentence Extracted reaction Labeled Reaction
True Positive
In the present study we report the purification and characterization of D-gluconate dehydratase from S solfataricus which catalyses the conversion of D-gluconate into 2-keto-3-deoxy-D-gluconate
False Positive A study of the effects of histamine histidine and growth phase on histamine production by lactic acid bacteria isolated from wine is reported here.
lactic acid => histamine n/a False Negative Human 17 beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase 17-HSD type 1 catalyzes the conversion of the low activity estrogen estrone into highly active estradiol both in the gonads and in target tissues n/a estrone => estradiol True Negative MPOA-ECS of control ASR and ESR resulted in the release of LH and FSH n/a n/a Table 9 : Example extractions for automatically generated patterns.
We have noted several cases where the labels in the training set are incorrect or incomplete. We manually curate a subset of the training set and correct these errors to evaluate our patterns. The curation process involves selecting sentences from the training set and adding or removing incorrectly labeled reactants. The resulting 159 sentences describe reactions that can be easily extracted manually by a nonexpert. We use the 159 sentences as a test set and generate patterns from the remainder of the training set, yielding a precision of 0.99 and recall of 0.90. The precision is much higher since we remove incorrect labels that are difficult for a nonexpert to understand.
PubMed Extraction
We further evaluate our system by extracting reactions from a selection of PubMed that contains two or more chemicals and at least one enzyme. The enzyme restriction increases the proportion of sentences describing reactions because they are often described along with the catalyzing enzyme. We process all of PubMed and find 21,249,356 sentences with two or more chemicals. There are 1,060,007 sentences that mention an enzyme and 559,646 sentences that include an enzyme and have two or more chemicals. We generate patterns over the entire training set and extract reactions from the set of 559,646 sentences.
In total, we extract 47,829 unique reactions across 66,949 sentences. We compare the reactions extracted with the reactions in BRENDA and find that 8918 reactions already exist in BRENDA. This represents roughly 18% of the 50,000 reactions in BRENDA, showing that the recall of our system is quite high; roughly 20% of the sentences in the training set generated using BRENDA reactions have enzymes. The comparison uses canonicalized reactions where chemicals are represented as InChIs. A reaction is in BRENDA if it is a subset of an existing reaction.
We extract 38,911 reactions that are not in BRENDA. However, upon manual inspection many of these extractions are false positives and are not valid reactions. These false positives extracted by a subset of patterns that should have been removed in the selection process. Instead, the patterns were selected because we were unable to accurately compute their precision in the scoring process. Precision is calculated as . Without all matches true positive matches enough training data, a poor pattern can have a high precision because few sentences yield a pattern match. The solution is to add more negative samples to the training set. With this addition we will observe more false positive matches, score poor patterns with lower precision, and remove them in the selection process. We describe further refinements of the training set in the following section.
Limitations and Future Work

Training Set Refinements
The main limitation of our pattern based system is its reliance on a large and variegated training set. The pattern set generated by the system can only extract reactions using the same phrasing as the ones in the training set. Furthermore, the pattern selection process uses the precision and recall of each pattern which will be inaccurate given a small training set. As we see in the PubMed evaluation, poor patterns may be inaccurately assigned a high precision if there are only a few sentences in the training set that it matches. In the evaluation section we note several false positive cases that are due to incompletely labeled sentences in the training set. Correcting these cases would also improve the pattern selection process. All of these refinements to the training set would improve the system but would require more manual effort.
Biological Filtering
Domain specific filtering could be used to reduce the number of false positive extractions. We have implemented a rudimentary filtering system that performs an atomtoatom mapping on extracted chemical reactions. The process removes all chemical reactions that do not balance. The preliminary results of the filtering system show that the majority of confirmed reactions roughly 70% do not pass the filtering step. This is because descriptions of partial reactions, although correct, will not balance. The reactions that do pass this filtering step are always correct. Domain specific filtering techniques like this can compensate for weaknesses in the natural language processing part of the system. They may be incorporated to other NLP systems in the biology domain to provide a greater level of confidence.
Conclusion
Currently, biological literature is manually annotated making it difficult to query for relevant chemical reactions.
Although databases like PubMed contain a comprehensive collection of the literature, the data is in the form of unstructured text. In this paper, we describe a system that extracts chemical reactions from PubMed abstracts using patterns. Our system integrates existing tools to perform chemical canonicalization and syntax parsing. We describe our pattern representation and show that only a few handwritten patterns can successfully extract many reactions. This motivates the need for our system to automatically generate a large number of patterns to achieve high recall. We describe the process of creating a training set using BRENDA and the challenges in chemical canonicalization.
Our system generates a set of roughly 1000 patterns with an overall recall of 0.82 and a precision of 0.88 via cross validation. Analysis on a selection of PubMed shows that the system has high recall, but further work is required to improve its precision. We note our system's reliance on a rich set of labeled training data and propose the use of domain filtering such as atomtoatom mapping to further validate extractions.
